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English has become one of the most widely used languages in the world. If there is no good translation mechanism for such a
widely used language, it will bring trouble to both study and life. At present, the world’s major platforms are committed to the
study of English translation strategies. 'ere are translation platforms from different regions and different translation mech-
anisms. 'ese translation data from different translation platforms have the characteristics of large-scale, multisource, het-
erogeneity, high dimensions, and poor quality. However, such inconsistent translation data will increase the translation difficulty
and translation time.'erefore, it is necessary to improve the quality of translation data to achieve a better translation effect. How
to provide a large-scale and efficient translation strategy needs to integrate the translation strategies of various platforms to
perform heterogeneous translation data cleaning and fusion based on machine learning. At first, this paper represents the
multisource, heterogeneous translation data model as tree-augmented naive Bayes networks (TANs) and naturally captures the
relationship between the datasets through the learning of TANs structure and the probability distribution of input attributes and
tuples, using data probability value to complete the classification of translation data cleaning. 'en, a multisource, heterogeneous
translation data fusion model based on recurrent neural network (RNN) is constructed, and RNN is used to control the node data
of hidden layer to enhance the fault-tolerant ability in the fusion process and complete the construction of fusion model. Finally,
experimental results show that TANs-based translation data cleaning method can effectively improve the cleaning rate with an
average improvement of approximately 10% and cleaning time with an average reduce about 5%. In addition, RNN-based
multisource translation data fusion method improves the shortcomings of the traditional fusion model and improves the
practicability of the fusion model in terms of root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), fusion
time, and integrity.

1. Introduction

'e importance of translation is seldom paid attention to in
English learning. However, with the progress and devel-
opment of society, the demand for English translation tal-
ents is increasing, making translation gradually receive
attention in teaching [1, 2]. Translation is conducive to
exercise students’ divergent thinking, promote the com-
prehensive development of English level, and let students
fully understand foreign culture. It is very important to
cultivate students’ translation ability, which is not only
conducive to improve students’ comprehensive English
quality, but also enhance their ability and level of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. It can also exercise students’
thinking ability and truly translate works that can be

accepted universally. In the process of translation, students
can fully understand foreign knowledge and foreign culture
[3–5]. Based on this, various translation platforms emerge
one after another. However, there is no large-scale English
translation strategy [6].'e so-called large-scale refers to the
text translation data from different regions, different plat-
forms, and different translation mechanisms [7]. 'ese data
have large-scale, multisource, heterogeneous types and
modes, high dimensions, and poor quality. Such data in-
consistency will increase the difficulty of translation and the
translation time. 'erefore, it is necessary to improve the
quality of data to achieve better translation effect. But how to
provide a large-scale and efficient translation strategy? Data
cleaning and data fusion are needed to integrate the
translation strategies of each region.
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Datasets inevitably exist as redundant data, missing
data, uncertain data, and inconsistent data, and these data is
called “dirty data” [8, 9]. 'e purpose of data cleaning is to
detect the incorrect and inconsistent data in the English
translation dataset and then delete or correct them so as to
improve the quality of the translation data. Multisource,
heterogeneous translation data cleaning refers to removing
noise data and irrelevant data from datasets of different
translation platforms, processing omitted data, and re-
moving white noise in blank data fields and knowledge
background. In multisource, heterogeneous translation
environment, traditional data cleaning methods are gen-
erally divided into two ways: (1) Data is fused into the same
data source through data integration or data fusion, and
data cleaning is carried out during and after data fusion. (2)
'rough the development of unified data cleaning stan-
dards, each data source carries out inaccurate data cleaning
at the same time. 'e latter method is more difficult to
clean, and the cleaning efficiency is uncertain, but if the
cleaning model is proper, the cleaning efficiency is greatly
improved compared to the first method.

'e successful application of machine learning (ML)
[10] in pattern recognition, information retrieval, data
mining, and other fields provides a new solution for data
processing, but the traditional statistical ML method
cannot be simply used to process multisource, heteroge-
neous data because traditional statistical ML methods as-
sume that the data to be processed comes from the same
feature space and has the same distribution. Classification
and clustering are two main problems in ML [11], and the
typical solution is to use Bayesian network. Bayesian
network [12] is a method to obtain a priori probability from
a specific domain by using graphic patterns, and Bayesian
network is suitable for processing incomplete data. For
processing instances with missing values, all possible at-
tribute values can be accumulated or integrated. In addi-
tion, Bayesian network has strong robustness for the
overfitting problem of the model. Based on the advantages
of Bayesian network in data processing, this paper con-
siders Bayesian network to process uncertain translation
data. Considering the characteristics of large-scale, mul-
tisource, heterogeneous translation data, and the advan-
tages of Bayesian network in processing inconsistent data, a
multilayer reduction model based on Tree-Augmented
Naive Bayes Networks (TANs) [13] is constructed, which
includes data source reduction, data attribute layer and
tuple layer reduction, and duplicated data cleaning.

Accordingly, the main contributions of this study can be
summarized as follows. (i) TANs-based translation data
cleaning method is proposed. (ii) 'e RNN-controlled
translation data fusion method is proposed.

'e rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work. In Section 3, TANs-based
heterogeneous translation data cleaning method is pre-
sented. In Section 4, RNN-controlled heterogeneous
translation data fusion is proposed. Experimental results
are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this
paper.

2. Related Work

In the process of data acquisition, based on the compre-
hensiveness of data collection and the integrity of relevant
data, data collection usually involves multiple data sources,
including a variety of databases, file systems and service
interfaces, resulting in complex data types and large data
scale. 'erefore, it is necessary for data cleaning after data
acquisition. In [14], a novel data cleaning technique was
introduced to remove dirty data effectively, and based on
optimization, a new hybrid firefly update enabled rider
optimization algorithm was proposed. In [15], a hybrid data
cleaning system that integrated bias detection and repair was
proposed to process multiple bias types. In [16], a federated
data cleaning protocol was presented to realize data cleaning
without damaging data privacy in edge intelligence. In [17], a
privacy-aware data cleaning as a service model was pro-
posed, which promoted the interaction with the parties
requesting data query from the client, as well as the service
provider using the data pricing scheme, which calculated the
price according to the data sensitivity. In [18], a set of
conditional functional dependencies was introduced into the
density-based data cleaning algorithm, and the algorithm
used the set to repair inconsistent data. Internet of things is a
multisource information integration technology, which
collects multisource data every day, but most of the data may
be irrelevant and redundant. In [19], a deep Q-network-
based feature selection method was proposed for multi-
source data cleaning. In clinical research, the abundance of
data resources also brings the challenge of data cleaning;
some data cleaning methods had been proposed [20–22].

Multisource, heterogeneous data refers to data with
multiple sources and different component characteristics.
'e fusion of multisource, heterogeneous data can assist
researchers to obtain effective information in data. 'ere-
fore, multisource, heterogeneous data fusion has become a
hot topic in current research. In [23], a multiscale deep
coupled neural networks was proposed to fully fuse the fault
information. In [24], the author presented a multisource,
heterogeneous data fusion method for narrowband Internet
of things based on perceptual semantics. In [25], a novel and
dynamic opportunistic clustering and data fusion scheme
based on self-organizing hesitation fuzzy entropy was pre-
sented to overcome energy consumption and the bottleneck
of network lifetime. In [26], the authors had made a
comprehensive research on the data fusion method based on
ML. Data fusion also plays a pivotal role in providing en-
vironmental information. In [27], the authors listed data
fusion algorithms provided by the general data fusion
framework and illustrated the method of the general data
fusion framework by an example of three-dimensional re-
construction from two-dimensional images. In [28], the
authors analyzed the detection process of massage chair
intelligent detection robot and made theoretical research
from decision-level fusion and data-level fusion. Data
generated by sensors in the Internet of 'ings always is
large-scale, multisource, and heterogeneous, so data fusion is
necessary for providing intelligent services [29–32].
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Translation data cleaning and fusion are pivotal steps for
the following data processing, so this paper pays attention to
translation data cleaning and fusion in heterogeneous large-
scale English translation.

3. TANs-Based Translation Data Cleaning

'e main method to classify multisource, heterogeneous
data is to establish and examine the multisource, hetero-
geneous data network model formed by data relationship.
TANs model is a method of knowledge representation,
learning, and reasoning on the structure and relationship
between data based on probability framework, which can
better describe the uncertainty of translation data. Due to the
dependence between various attributes in the translation
data source, this paper represents the multisource, hetero-
geneous translation data model as TANs and naturally
captures the relationship between the datasets through the
learning of TANs structure and the probability distribution
of input attributes and tuples.

'e basic idea of translation data cleaning based on
TANs is as follows: according to different eigenvectors of
translation data, the translation data attributes to be cleaned
are divided into different classes to form multiple Bayesian
network structures. A parent node is made up of several
child nodes. 'e translation data generated by different data
objects in Bayesian networks in different Bayesian network
structures indicate a data object according to the importance
of data attributes and tuples in the network. 'erefore, the
Bayesian network formed by data objects in one data domain
becomes a comparable quantity with the Bayesian network
formed by data objects in another data domain. Divide all
translation data generated by data objects containing the
same task into a dataset. Finally, the associated data objects
of different data sources are combined into a dataset to be
cleaned using TANs to represent data attributes.

Suppose a dataset D � T1, T2, . . . , Tn, C , C is a class
variable and its value ranges are c1, c2, . . . , cm , m is the total
number of classes, t1, t2, . . . , tn  is the attribute value of
T1, T2, . . . , Tn  that represents classification feature, and n is
the number of attributes of the classification. TANs classifier
is assumed by attribute nodes T1, T2, . . . , Tn . 'e structure
of TANs network composed of attribute nodes t1, t2, . . . , tn 

is a tree, and each attribute variable has no more than one
attribute parent node besides the parent class. Each attribute
variable has no more than one attribute parent node except
the parent class, and a tree is formed between the attribute
nodes as the maximum weight span tree.

For probability distribution P(T1, T2, . . . , Tn, C), and we
have

argmax P(C) 
n

i�1
P ti( |δti

, C, WST

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭. (1)

'e classifier for predicting variable C is TANs classifier,
where WST represents the maximum weight span tree of
T1, T2, . . . , Tn under the constraint of class variable C, and
δti

is the value of the attribute parent  (ti) of ti in the
maximum weight span tree.

'e TANs attribute tree can be characterized by the
function δ: 1, 2, . . . , n{ }⟶ 0, 1, . . . , n{ }, where the node
π(i) � 0 is the parent node. 'ere is no sequence
i1, i2, . . . , ik  to make δ(ij) � ij + 1, where i≤ j< k, and
δ(ik) � i1; that is, no undirected loop can be generated.
When δ(i)> 0,  ti � tδ(i) . When δ(i) � 0,  ti � ∅.
'erefore, the function δ defines the structure of the TANs
classifier.

'e weights of TANs attributes are constructed by
calculating the mutual information of attributes among
variables. Mutual information refers to the degree of asso-
ciation between two random variables, that is, the degree of
uncertainty weakening of another random variable given a
random variable. According to the chain rule of entropy,
H(X, Y) � H(X) + H(Y|X) � H(Y) + H(X|Y). 'erefore,
the difference H(X) − H(X|Y) � H(Y) − H(Y|X) is
denoted as MI(X, Y), and mutual information MI(X, Y) is
defined as follows.

MI(X, Y) � 
xy

P(x, y)log
P(x, y)

P(x)P(y)
, (2)

where P(x, y) is the joint distribution of variable (X, Y) and
P(x) and P(y) are the marginal distribution, respectively.

'e mutual information between attributes is the cor-
relation of attributes, and the correlation values calculated
by different class attributes are also different. Considering
the addition of TANs class variable attributes, the mutual
information equation of a certain classification attribute
needs to be redefined, so the mutual information of TANs
can be calculated as follows.

MIij � ci, cj | C 

� 
ci,cj,c

P ci, cj, c D ci||cj log
P ci, cj | C 

P ci | C( P cj | C 
,

(3)

where ci and cj are attribute variables and C are class
variables, and D(ci

�����cj) is the relative entropy of ci and cj.
'e construction for TANs is summarized as follows.

Step 1. Obtain the mutual-information values MI(Ti, Tj) of
all attribute pairs through equation (3).

Step 2. MI(Ti, Tj) is sorted in descending order, and node
pairs are output successively.

Step 3. According to the principle that TANs does not
generate a loop, edges are selected in descending order of
edge weight until n − 1 edges are selected, and a completely
undirected graph with mutual-information value as weight
is constructed.

Step 4. Select any node in the completely undirected graph
as the root of TANs and set the direction of all edges outward
from the root node. 'e process of converting an undirected
tree into a directed tree is completed by setting the direction
between attribute nodes.
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Step 5. Add a class node (i.e., class attribute node) to each
node in TANs and the directed edges of the class node
pointing to all attribute nodes.

'erefore, TANs-based translation data cleaning steps
are as follows.

(1) 'e translation data attribute dataset TD is
sampled.

(2) 'e importance measurement algorithm [33] is used
to reduce the data level of the sampled translation
data.

(3) Construct TANs.
(4) 'e mutual-information value is used to score the

TANs.
(5) 'e Top-k problem is to get themaximum number of

k from an array or list. Judge the Top-k mutual-
information value MI(Ti, Tj) and the empirical
parameter value. If the Top-k mutual-information
value MI(Ti, Tj) is less than the empirical parameter
value, remove the top-level node and query the score
R of the result of removing the top-level node.

(6) 'e TANs nodes are sorted and output in
descending order according to the score R.

4. RNN-Controlled Translation Data Fusion

4.1. Position of Multisource, Heterogeneous Translation Data
Nodes. Due to the structural diversity of multisource, het-
erogeneous translation data, the data structure will produce
diverse fusion results. 'erefore, before multisource, het-
erogeneous fusion, nodes in multisource, heterogeneous
translation data need to be located. 'e improved firefly
algorithm [34] is used to calculate the distance of the co-
ordinates of heterogeneous anchor nodes. DV-HOP algo-
rithm is used to calculate the hop count of nodes and anchor
nodes as follows.

tk+1/k � NPk|kN
T

+ S, (4)

where tk+1/k represents the prior estimate value of state at
time K + 1, Pk/k represents the posterior estimate matrix at
time K, S is the state estimate value, T is the time, and N is
the anchor node.

Equation (3) is used to preliminarily lock the region where
the heterogeneous translation data is located, collect all sample
points in this region, and predict the location of unknown
mobile nodes. Suppose that the moving speed of the unknown
node meets the interval [0, vmax] and presents an interval
uniform distribution, and its position is defined as follows.

pos �

1
δv

2, d≤ vmax,

0, d> vmax,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where d represents the distance of moving node from time
K − 1 to time K, and v represents the average speed of
moving node. Set the communication radius between hops
and remove nonconforming nodes, if the nodes are within a

communication range and less than the communication
radius with anchor nodes. On the contrary, the nodes that do
not meet the conditions are filtered, the calculation results of
all nodes are integrated, the data fusion mapping relation-
ship of nodes is described, and the fusion model is
constructed.

4.2. Analysis of Translation Data Fusion Mapping. Any data
fusion process can be viewed as a process of external to
internal mapping. When constructing the multisource,
heterogeneous translation data model, the node relation is
obtained to describe the translation data fusion mapping
relation. 'e quintuple in the fusion model is defined as
follows.

FM � S, M, MS, TS, Rm{ }, (6)

where S represents the state data in the prefusion space, M

represents the measurement space, MS represents the fusion
space, TS represents the target space for fusion judgment,
and Rm represents the mapping set relationship between
different spaces.

Suppose the mapping set has the following triplet
relationship.

Rm � α, β, f , (7)

where α represents the measurement space mapping in the
space to be fused, β represents the process of transforming
original multisource, heterogeneous translation data into
integrated spatial data after mapping processing, and f

represents the mapping spatial relationship. 'e space be-
fore the fusion of j multisource, heterogeneous translation
data can be expressed as follows.

S �
S11 S1j

Sj1 Sij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (8)

where rows represent the target contained in the space
before translation data fusion, and columns have multi-
source, heterogeneous attributes. i represents the maximum
number of features of the fusion target, which is zero if the
target does not contain the related feature. Assume that the
fusion space M at time t is expressed as follows.

Mt �
m11 m1q

mq1 mpq

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (9)

where mpq represents the qth heterogeneous translation data
obtained by information source p in the fusion model at
time t. 'e maximum value of translation data provided by
each information source is u, and the number of hetero-
geneous translation data sources is v, so the matrix of the
fusion space is expressed as follows.

MS �
ms11 ms1v

msv1 msuv

 . (10)

Combining equations (9) and (10), and the mapping
relation can be calculated as follows.
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MS � σ Mt( . (11)

In the underlying dataset fusion, the translation data
corresponding to nodes has been simply preprocessed. At
this point, the mapping relation of σ is 1 :1, and the final
space TS is composed of the final result of the fusion model,
and the space can be expressed as follows.

TS � d1, d1, . . . , dn( 
T
, (12)

where di is the final fusion degree of fusion target i, and the
fusion mapping relation can be expressed as follows.

TS � f 

qΔt

t�0
MSt

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (13)

where Δt represents the time interval between fused
translation data and q represents fusion times of translation
data. Finally, the translation data fusion mapping rela-
tionship is described by using equation (13). By using the
characteristics of the recurrent neural network (RNN), the
fusion process of the fusion model is controlled and the
multisource heterogeneous translation data fusion model is
constructed.

4.3.RNN-ControlledFusionProcess. Before the fusionmodel
is completed, RNN is used to control the multisource het-
erogeneous translation data fusion process, and the neural
network structure is used to control. For the mapping set ts

formed after mapping, it is assumed that the output of the
input set of the neural network is Ots, where the ith input is
Ots i; that is,

W � 
n

t�0
Ots iOts. (14)

'e sigmoid function is a common “S” shape that is often
used as the threshold function of neural networks, mapping
variables to between 0 and 1, so equation (14) can be
regarded as sigmoid function, and then it can be trans-
formed into

Ots i � sigmoid(W)

�
1

1 + e
− Ots

.

(15)

In order to reduce the bias in the neural network, the bias
function [35] is normalized, and the bias function calculates
the biases in the whole fusion process.

Bts �
1
3


ts

wi − Ots i( 
2
, (16)

where wi represents the training weight of the RNN, which is
used to limit the error function to a minimum. In order to
ensure that the RNN can control all hidden layer nodes and
enhance fault-tolerant during the whole fusion process,
hidden layer node information is selected, and the calcu-
lation is as follows.

h �
I + O

2
+ ε, (17)

where h represents the number of nodes in the hidden layer,
I represents the number of input nodes, O represents the
number of output nodes, and ε represents the constant
ranges from 0 to 1. Constantly delete and increase the
number of nodes, determine the nodes in the control fusion
process, realize the neural network control fusion process,
and complete the construction of multisource, heteroge-
neous translation data fusion model based on RNN.

5. Experiment and Results Analysis

5.1. Setup. 'is paper selected five different types of English
corpora, which were Corpus of Contemporary American
English (COCA), 20 Newsgroups, Auslan, Reuters-21578,
and UNIX_user_data. Aiming at imprecise corpus data and
similar repeated corpus data, the effectiveness of TANs-
based translation data cleaning method proposed in this
paper was verified by using two metrics: cleaning rate and
cleaning time. FU-ROA [14], IHCS [15], and FedClean [16]
are selected for comparison.

Root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute per-
centage error (MAPE), fusion time, and integrity were used
for comparison of heterogeneous translation data fusion. In
comparison, MDCN [23], NB-IoT [24], and HFECS [25]
were used.

RMSE �

������������

1
n



n

i�1
yi − yi( 

2




,

MAPE �

��������������

100%
n



n

i�1

yi − yi

yi








.

(18)

5.2. Comparison Analysis

5.2.1. Translation Data Cleaning Experiment. Figure 1
shows that the cleaning rate of TANs-based translation
data cleaning method proposed in this paper is generally in
COCA, 20 Newsgroups, UNIX_user_data, and Reuters-
21578 showed significantly higher cleaning rates in four
English corpora than in the other three baselines. However,
the improvement in Auslan English corpus is not obvious
because there is a conditional independence relationship
between the sample attributes. Except for Auslan English
corpus, the method in this paper maintains a relatively stable
cleaning rate, basically maintaining or even exceeding 90%,
and can maintain such a high level of classification accuracy,
indicating that the method in this paper is feasible. In the
heterogeneous large-scale English translation strategy, due
to the heterogeneity of translation data on different plat-
forms, the good translation data cleaning rate solves the
problem that the correlation of translation data in multi-
source, heterogeneous environment may lead to overfitting.
'e core tuple and boundary tuple are retained according to
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the weight to reduce the outlier tuple, which greatly reduces
the workload of data cleaning and the difficulty of
translation.

As can be seen from Figure 2, for the small-scale English
corpora Auslan, UNIX_user_data, Reuters-21578, and 20
Newsgroups, the performance effects of the four algorithms
are not different. However, for the English corpus COCA
with high dimension and large scale, the time spent by this
algorithm is relatively less and the performance improve-
ment is relatively obvious. 'e main reason is that when the
amount of data is large, the improved attribute reduction
algorithm can be mapped to a less search space, and the
simplest attribute set can be solved by searching only a few
simplified elements, which reduces the time consumption of
attribute reduction and improves the efficiency of the al-
gorithm, especially for large-scale English corpus. At the

same time, it also solves the problem of redundancy and
dependence of data features extracted from different in-
terrelated English corpus. In heterogeneous large-scale
English translation strategies, less translation data cleaning
time corresponds to less translation time, and the translation
effect is better.

5.2.2. Translation Data Fusion Experiment. As can be seen
from Figure 3, RMSE of the proposedmethod in this paper is
generally low in all English corpora. RMSE of NB-IoT al-
gorithm performed well in Auslan, UNIX_user_data, Reu-
ters-21578, 20 Newsgroups English corpus, better than
MDCN and HFECS, but weakened in COCA corpus. 'e
RMSE of MDCN algorithm on COCA corpus even exceeds
10. RMSE actually describes a degree of dispersion, while the
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Figure 1: Translation data cleaning rate under different English corpora.
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Figure 2: Translation data cleaning time under different English corpora.
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translation data fusion algorithm proposed in this paper has
a low RMSE, which further indicates that the algorithm
presented in this paper has a good stability, while the other
three baselines have great differences in different English
corpora. It is not conducive to translation data fusion of
heterogeneous translation platforms. From Figure 4, it can
be seen that the MAPE of the translation data fusion al-
gorithm in this paper always remains below 5% in each
English corpus, showing a good fitting effect.

As indicated in Figure 5, the translation data fusion time
of the four algorithms on Auslan, UNIX_user_data, and
Reuters-21578 English corpora is similar. However, in 20

Newsgroups and COCA English corpus, the fusion time of
the translation data fusion algorithm in this paper is much
lower than the other three baselines. In large-scale, het-
erogeneous English translation, less heterogeneous data
fusion time provides strong support for translation strate-
gies. Figure 6 shows the integrity of the translation data
fusion algorithm in this paper is always the best and remains
above 80%. A large-scale and efficient translation strategy
requires a complete integration of translation strategies in all
platforms and the fusion of translation data. However, the
algorithm in this paper maintains the integrity of hetero-
geneous translation data.
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Figure 3: RMSE of translation data fusion under different English corpora.
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Figure 4: MAPE of translation data fusion under different English corpora.
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6. Conclusions

Aiming at the problem of large amount of translation data in
multisource, heterogeneous translation environment,
TANs-based translation data cleaning is proposed to clean
translation data. Translation data attributes and tuples are
weighted by data hierarchical reduction, which solves the
problem that translation data correlation may lead to
overfitting in multisource, heterogeneous environment.
Core and boundary tuples are retained according to the
weight, and outlier tuples are reduced, which greatly reduces
the workload of translation data cleaning. In addition,
aiming at the problem that the number of unique elements
obtained by the traditional multisource, heterogeneous
translation data fusionmodel is small, resulting in the lack of

strong integrity of the final fusion data, a multisource,
heterogeneous translation data fusion model based on RNN
is constructed. By locating the node data in the multisource,
heterogeneous data and analyzing the mapping relationship,
the multisource heterogeneous translation data fusion
model is realized. Experimental results show that TANs-
based strategy can effectively improve the cleaning rate and
cleaning time of translation data cleaning compared with
baselines. Moreover, the translation data fusion experiment
results demonstrate that the RNN-based translation data
fusion method outperforms baseline with respect to RMSE,
MAPE, fusion time, and integrity.

In the future work, we will deeply study various data
types, data storage methods, data association status, and
errors in the process of data cleaning. At the same time,
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Figure 5: Fusion time of translation data fusion under different English corpora.
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Figure 6: Integrity of translation data fusion under different English corpora.
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although the translation data fusion model in this paper
improves some metrics to a certain extent, there are still
some deficiencies. It still needs to be improved in future
research to obtain a better fusion model.
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